Privacy Policy Notice
By submitting your personal information to dualgaap.com not in relation to an e-commerce transaction, you accept
and give your consent to the electronic processing of your personal information to reply to your queries, posting
your comments, provide you with free reading or download of articles or of promotional offers, send you technical
updates or marketing communication on activities and service(s)/product(s) that are offered, or conduct research
about use of products and services. If the purchasing training courses through this website is enabled, your personal
information that you submit in relation to an e-commerce transaction will be used to fulfill your purchasing requests.
You can also consent to the processing of your personal information for the communication uses mentioned above.
In both cases, in any moment you can opt out from commercial communications by writing at info@dualgaap.com.
You are free to choose to not provide your personal information, in which case it would not be possible to do the
tasks mentioned above.
Your personal information will not be shared with third parties. No personal information will be provided to an
advertiser when you interact with or view a targeted ad. However, please note the following. By interacting with or
viewing an ad you are consenting to the possibility that the advertiser will make the assumption that you meet the
targeting criteria used to display the ad. Other companies' use of their cookies to show advertisements on some of
pages of this website is subject to their own privacy policies, not this one. This web site may enable Facebook
conversion tracking, that shares information with Facebook, including information about people’s use of this
website or app (“Conversion Data”). This web site has implemented Google Analytics Demographics and Interest
Reporting based on Display Advertising. This web site may use data from this feature to analyze users’ age, gender
and interests. Using the Ads Settings, visitors can opt-out of Google Analytics for Display Advertising and
customize Google Display Network ads. Please see Google Analytics' currently available opt-outs for the web.
If you enter into an e-commerce transaction, you consent to the use of your personal information by third parties
within or outside the European Union as may be required to transact the purchase such as to banks for payment of
the services you purchase or hotels for booking a training room.
By emailing info@dualgaap.com you can request at any time to confirm which data are maintained, to make them
available to you in a readable form, to know their origin, uses, processing, processing logic, or to modify, integrate,
sanitize or cancel those data.
Data are maintained by Francesco Bellandi, Via Macherio 325, 00188 Rome, Italy, BLLFNC63T19H501M, VAT
09154611003, francesco.bellandi@dualgaap.com.
Personal information is information about you (individual person, legal entity or other organization) that is
personally identified or identifiable, even indirectly, like your name and email address, and that is not otherwise
publicly available. Data processing may include any data transaction, such as gathering, recording, modifying,
organizing, archiving, consulting, searching, selecting, extracting, comparing, using, interconnecting,
communicating, transferring, deleting or destructing data.

